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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the first seminar.Before we start, we find it is important to repeat the land acknowledgment made by Dr. Cucinelli, especially given the nature of our presentation.
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT It is important that we acknowledge that Concordia University is located 
on unceded Indigenous lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation are the custodians and original people of 
the lands and waters on which we gather today. Tiohtià:ke/Montréal was, and is, a gathering place 
for many First Nations. All of us here today come from many different places, with many different 
experiences, and ultimately benefit from the colonization of this land. Let us strive to respect and 
honour the continued connections with the past, present and future of this land in our relationships 
with Indigenous and other people within the Montreal community. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emmy and I have questions to guide our discussion this evening.We prepared a short PowerPoint.I will begin with a high-level summary of the article.



Summary

 “First Mile” versus “Last Mile”

 First Nations creating their own digital 
networks

 Underserved communities

 Journey to secure self-determination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seminar is about the article called the “Digital Divide and the First Mile”. High level summary Still today, rural and remote First Nations communities are underserved.  They have been failed by broadband development policy in Canada.  That gap is called the “digital divide”.  There are many contributing factors, one being a lack of local expertise within the remote communities.  This creates a dependency relationship, with the First Nations people having to rely on external service providers who are located thousands of kilometres away.  To give you additional context, we did a little research on the expression “first mile”.  We discovered that telecommunication experts used to talk about rural areas as the “last mile of connectivity”.   To challenge the prevailing notion that rural people, rural communities and rural infrastructure were always backward and always last, the term “first mile” of connectivity was first coined in Zimbabwe to reflect a more progressive way of characterizing the need for improvements in remote areas. A “first mile approach” showcases how First Nations are using innovative ways to plan, administer, manage, and retain ownership of digital networks and technologies that deliver internet services locally, and secure them self-determination in broadband development. I’ll turn it over to Emmy for the continuation.



Themes

 The digital divide and its consequences

 First Nations having power and control 
over their own fate/lives/way of 
life/technology

 Digital accessibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This article was very dense and had a lot to unpack, so when choosing the questions we wanted to go with out of all our ideas, we figured it would be better to stick to certain themes.These are the themes we found important. You can keep these in mind while answering the questions.The digital divide and its consequencesFirst Nations having power and control over their own fate/lives/way of life/technologyDigital accessibilityHow we will function is that we will share a question on the screen and you can take a moment to read it and think about your answer. When you have something to say, please raise your hand on ZOOM because the hands will appear in order, and we will call out on you to speak. We have a few questions and we realize we may not get to all of them, or that you may answer further questions within your answers but that’s okay, we will try to let you all get your words in. Feel free to also use the chat to give your opinions also if ever you are less comfortable speaking out loud or we don’t get to you because too many people raised their hands.Does anyone have a question before we start?



Do you think the solution to the digital divide is 
for technology to be freely accessible to 
everyone, everywhere, no matter their culture? 

If yes, why? 

If no, why not?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No, I think it’s important to address each culture differently and allow them to come up with their own needs. Imposing a digital infrastructure on other cultures sounds a lot like colonization to me. You have to be very careful how this is done. If you make technology freely available everywhere to everyone how are you doing this, and how are you ensuring that this represents the needs of those in different cultures?



Do you think this is a slippery slope in terms of 
who is distributing this technology and what 
their intent/perspective is?

If yes, how? 

If no, why not?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, I think we have to be very careful not to repeat the mistakes of the past. When distributing technology, we need to assess intent and perspective and analyze potential consequences. For example, if big tech companies who are already white-cis-male dominated begin distributing laptops, computers, phones, fast internet, etc. to underserved communities, there is a risk that these communities become dependent on that service instead of creating their own tech companies that could service their communities. 



What are the dangers of imposing existing 
infrastructures (often stemming from metropoles) to 
the rural areas?

How does this apply globally from the Western world to 
the rest of the world?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the idea is to help empower First-Nations and other underserved communities to create their own broadband and digital systems, then it’s important that the ideas, suggestions, work and realization come from within those communities. Not doing this creates a dependence on external services and a lack of expertise within the community.�This applies globally because many giant tech companies have imposed digital infrastructure on communities and cultures that didn’t necessarily ask for this. An example from the past is writing and the printing press. Not all cultures were obsessed with writing everything down, some cultures were more verbal and passed their stories down from person to person and ear to ear. However, ever since the widespread manufacture of print, the more verbal cultures and their experts have been made almost obsolete in the tech world because data and written information have become symbols of validity.



What else has to happen to close the digital 
divide beyond access?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitating community engagement skillsMeeting facilitation (developing a meaningful vision, mission, goals, group process, documentation and communication cycle are foundational skills)Consensus building and dispute resolution (understanding mediation and interest-based problem-solving)Systems-thinking (infrastructure, organizations, policy and governance)Empowerment theory (self-determination and equity for the community)Participation and outcome mappingTraining basic skills for computer literacyRaising awareness about the digital services that do exist and why these services are helpful



Early stages of trying to bridge the divide neglected the 
development of local expertise, which left communities reliant on 
external service providers. 

What strategies can Instructional 
Designers who work within these 
communities employ to ensure this 
doesn’t happen?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ensure that you centralize First Nations and BIPOC voices by asking a lot of questions.Instead of coming up with ideas and recommendations, let the communities inform you of their needs and wants and listen instead of suggesting.Then bring your skills to the table so they know what you can offer as help and they can ask for your help as seen fit by them.
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